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My name is Teena Machaiah, and I'm the product manager for Equinix Infrastructure & Smart
Hands services. Which is an around-the-clock, on-site, operational support service for remote
management, installation, and troubleshooting of your equipment. Depending on the type of
request, different scheduling options are available including standard, scheduled, expedited,
flexible, recurring, and earliest available.
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Now that we have an understanding of the product, let's walkthrough the new features and
functionality enhancements for Order & Ticket history available within the portal for Smart Hands.
The enhanced order & ticket history section provides a 360 degree view of all orders
placed by the user with visualization into overall status with columns such as
last update time and estimated completion date.

Users can now apply multiple filters at one time for more tailored views into your orders and respond to
technicians and required actions. The selected filter preference will be saved on your next login and can
be reset anytime by clicking the 'Reset Filter' option.
Orders are segregated under different tabs for ease of access to Open orders, Action Required orders and
Closed orders.
Additionally, “Show my orders” filters to show only your orders in the dashboard.
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Bundled orders are now visible with individual activity statuses to ensure effective order tracking
with the ability to modify an order right from the dashboard. Intuitive icons highlight expedited and
scheduled orders from the list.

Order details can be accessed by clicking on the order number displaying the activity timeline.
Users can now see all activities listed within the left column with single click navigation to
additional activities and the ability to reply to technicians
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Orders can also be modified by clicking the option on the bottom left column or by accessing the
service details tab.
Feedback can be provided to completed orders by clicking on the blue thumbs-up icon on the
dashboard or by accessing the option through the activity timeline.

We are now also launching a beta feature called Video Smart Hands that enables the user
and technicians to collaborate in a video conferencing environment in their private cage.
This option can be requested during order entry. This capability will only be launched in
limited IBXs.

For additional information or questions, please find the release notes, technical
documentation, and more linked in the description box below.
Thank you and have a great day.
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